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FILE NOTE, MANGAWHAI HISTORIC WHARF (R08/222) 
 

1. Subsurface Ltd was invited by Colin Leach of the Mangawhai Historic Wharf Trust to inspect 
the intertidal remains of the Mangawhai wharf on 15 September 2020. The inspection was 
carried out by maritime archaeologists Andy Dodd and Kurt Bennett between 11.30 am and 
2.30 pm on the incoming low tide. 

2. These preliminary notes are intended to advise the resource consent hearing . It does not 
constitute a full archaeological assessment.  

3. The remains of the original 1881 wharf are part of a recorded archaeological site R08/222 
(filed by Moira Jackson March, 2017). A preliminary archaeological assessment has been 
prepared for the Trust which contains detailed historic background:  

Jackson, M., 2018, Preliminary Archaeological assessment of Proposed Wharf at Mori St, Mangawhai 
Village. Unpublished report prepared for Mangawhai Historic Wharf Trust  

4. During the site visit 35 truncated piles were surveyed using DGPS, as well as the ballast row 
and two likely ballast piles either side of the wharf structure. All features surveyed were either  
exposed at low tide or in less than 0.5m of water. Additional unsurveyed piles were noted 
underwater in the channel, which are likely to require the use of SCUBA to complete the 
recording, or possibly from a small boat tethered to the marker buoy at slack low tide. 

5. Intertidal and underwater archaeological remains may include structural elements (wooden 
piles), ballast deposits and discarded items (eg. artefacts, offcuts from repair work) from the 
duration of the period while the wharf was in use. When buried these features have 
depositional context in much the same way as terrestrial archaeological remains and can be 
investigated and recorded using archaeological methods. The extent of these deposits is likely 
to extend into the channel below the area where vessels were berthed alongside the outer T.  

6. The following images give an indication of the visible remains.  
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Figure 1: Surveyed pile alignment shown on 2014 aerial (15.09.2020) 

 

Figure 2: Archival plans of the wharf dated 1920 (supplied by Mangawhai Historical Wharf Charitable Trust) 
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Figure 3: Overlay of archival plans onto aerial showing alignment of piles as built (note plans state “pile spacing is approximate only”  



 

Figure 4: Detail from Whites Aviation oblique aerial of wharf taken 04.04.1955.1 

 

Figure 5: Detail of wharf 1918.2 

 
1 Mangawhai, Northland, showing jetty and houses. Whites Aviation Ltd: Photographs. Ref: WA-37902_F. Alexander Turnbull Library, 
Wellington, New Zealand. https://natlib.govt.nz/records/23524522  
2 Mangawhai Museum object number 17-8 http://www.nzmuseums.co.nz/account/3023/object/812402 

https://natlib.govt.nz/records/23524522


 

Figure 6: Low tide 11.36 am (15.09.2020)  

 

Figure 7 Three quarter tide 3.50 pm (15.09.2020) 
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Figure 8: End of the ballast groyne and pile alignment at low tide, vertical scale in water is 750mm, in 250mm increments 

 

Figure 9: End of the ballast groyne and pile alignment at low tide, vertical scale in water is 750mm, in 250mm increments 



 

Figure 10: Groyne and southeast side pile alignment (scale increments 200mm) 

 

Figure 11: Groyne and southeast side pile alignment (scale increments 200mm) 



 

Figure 12: Remnant pile (scale increments 250mm) 

 

Figure 13: Double pile indicating strengthening or repair work (scale increments 200mm) 



 

Figure 14: Double piles indicating strengthening or repair work (scale increments 200mm) 

 

Figure 15: Pile truncated at level of mudflat (scale increments 200mm) 



 

Figure 16: Taller remnant pile at shore end (scale increments 200mm) 

 

Figure 17: Ballast groyne, Looking southwest from outer end (scale increments 200mm) 



 

Figure 18: Southwestern end of ballast groyne (scale increments 200mm) 

 

Figure 19: Nineteenth century black beer bottle glass is abundant in the intertidal area close to the escarpment 

 



 



 



  



 



 


